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Tokyo Ghoul 7
Six months after their Aogiri Tree Operation, the CCG continues their investigation of the Gourmet and the Binge Eater. Kaneki
and his colleagues search for Rize’s true identity brings them face-to-face with the mysterious Madame A. -- VIZ Media
Haise Sasaki is no more. In his place, Ken Kaneki has emerged and accepted the role of the One-Eyed King. He sees a vision of
the future where Ghouls and humans can coexist. But a faction at the CCG wants to prevent that peace by any means necessary,
and the inevitable death toll means nothing to them. -- VIZ Media
Kaneki is still trying to get used to his new life when Commission of Counter Ghoul agents Mado and Amon start sniffing around
for Hinami. Kaneki and Touka are going to have to get them off her tail and fast. No easy task now that Kaneki’s got to bring
humans and Ghouls to a rapid truce at the same time. -- VIZ Media
Tokyo Ghoul: re
Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 13
Tokyo Ghoul: Past
The 4th Ward falls under attack by Assistant Special Investigator Arima of the Commission of
Counter Ghoul. Amon finds a connection between the CCG and an underground lab seemingly
designed to research turning humans into Ghouls. And an old partnership reforms that could
spell trouble for the 20th Ward. -- VIZ Media
Ghouls live among us, the same as normal people in every way—except their craving for human
flesh. Ghouls live among us, the same as normal people in every way—except their craving for
human flesh. Ken Kaneki is an ordinary college student until a violent encounter turns him into
the first half-human half-ghoul hybrid. Trapped between two worlds, he must survive Ghoul turf
wars, learn more about Ghoul society and master his new powers. The newly awakened Kaneki
unleashes his monstrous strength to protect his friend Touka and finds himself irrevocably
changed. Kaneki sets out on his own, determined to find out the truth behind what’s happening
to him—and what the Aogiri Tree organization actually is.
Kaneki is captured and then tortured by Yamori, one of Aogiri Tree organization's most sadistic
members. To survive the interrogation, Kaneki will have to finally surrender to the Ghoul
inside him, but if he does, it will change him permanently and push him even further away from
being human. -- VIZ Media
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Tokyo Ghoul:re
Yona of the Dawn, Vol. 33
TOKYO GHOUL
Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 3

Things heat up in the 11th Ward as the CCG investigates the high rate of investigator deaths. Kaneki has
an explosive run-in with Aogiri Tree, essentially a Ghoul Gang, run by a Ghoul known only as the OneEyed King. -- VIZ Media
Kaneki, Nishio and Touka struggle to work together to rescue their human friend Kimi while Ghoul
Investigator deaths skyrocket in wards 9 through 12. It all leads to an increase in CCG agents and an
increased risk for Ghouls. As reinforcements are called in on both sides, the stakes are suddenly higher
than ever. -- VIZ Media
Momoko is the only child of the Kuzuryuu clan, a powerful martial arts family with inhuman strength.
But strong as she is, her father fears a woman will never be able to master the skills of the family. Unless
Momoko marries and bears a capable heir, the Kuzuryuu line is doomed to weaken and die off! With this
mission in mind, Momoko is sent to the rival Inuzuka clan, where she is to marry the son of their mighty
leader. But Koushi Inuzuka abandoned the martial arts long ago. Now committed to his legal studies, the
last thing Koushi has on his mind is marriage-especially not to the world's strongest bride!
Vampire Reign
Tokyo Ghoul : Days
Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 6
Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 6
Unable to discard his humanity but equally unable to suppress his Ghoul hunger, Ken finds salvation in the kindness of friendly
Ghouls who teach him how to pass as human and eat flesh humanely. But recent upheavals in Ghoul society attract the police like
wolves to prey, and they don’t discriminate between conscientious and ravenous Ghouls. -- VIZ Media
Ghouls live among us, the same as normal people in every way—except their craving for human flesh. Ken Kaneki is an ordinary
college student until a violent encounter turns him into the first half-human half-ghoul hybrid. Trapped between two worlds, he must
survive Ghoul turf wars, learn more about Ghoul society and master his new powers. Kaneki meets Shu Tsukiyama, known as The
Gourmet for his interesting and sadistic tastes. And Kaneki learns more about what happened to Rize and what it means to be a OneEyed Ghoul.
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While Kaneki and his friends tangle with the ghouls from the Aogiri Tree organization, the Commission of Counter Ghoul’s ongoing
investigations bring them dangerously close to discovering Kaneki’s secret. -- VIZ Media
TOKYO GHOUL 10
TOKYO GHOUL 07
TOKYO GHOUL 08
Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 14
In the world of Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the only way to fight monsters is to become one… The Commission
of Counter Ghoul is the only organization fighting the Ghoul menace, and they will use every tool at
their disposal to protect humanity from its ultimate predator. Their newest weapon in this hidden war
is an experimental procedure that implants human investigators with a Ghoul’s Kagune, giving them Ghoul
powers and abilities. But both the procedure and the newly formed Qs Squad are untested. Will they
become heroes…or monsters?! Sen Takatsuki’s newest novel has hit the stands and a video of her
admitting to being a Ghoul has gone viral! And if that news hasn’t done enough to shake things up, the
contents of her book are sowing civilian distrust of the CCG. How can investigators effectively take on
the Ghoul threat if the public has lost faith in them? And what if Sen Takatsuki’s veiled accusations
about the CCG brass are true…?
Operation Auction Sweep has turned into a bloodbath as the investigators face off against the ghouls of
Aoigiri Tree’s security forces. And with victory for the CCG far from assured, Investigator Toru
Mutsuki must escape from behind enemy lines. His only help comes from Kuki Urie, the ex-Squad Leader of
the Quinxes, whose only allegiance is to his next promotion. With such a dubious ally and flesh-hungry
Ghouls all around, does Toru even have a chance? -- VIZ Media
The only thing standing between humans and complete slavery to vampires is their tenacity and Cursed
Gear. Yuichiro has the first in droves, but to increase the amount of power he can draw from the demon
inside his cursed sword, he enters a coma-like state to thin the barrier between human and demon. His
power boost can come none too soon as the vampire queen reveals her plans to annihilate the human
resistance. -- VIZ Media
7
Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 10
Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 11
Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 4

Explore the world of Tokyo Ghoul with these prose fiction spin-offs! Ghouls live among us, the same as normal people in every
way—except their craving for human flesh. Ken Kaneki is an ordinary college student until a violent encounter turns him into the
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first half-human half-ghoul hybrid. Trapped between two worlds, he must survive Ghoul turf wars, learn more about Ghoul society
and master his new powers. Many conflicts and incidents arise involving the clientele of the café Anteiku, where Ghouls gather.
Yoshimura, the café's owner, is harboring suspicions about a certain someone. What sort of darkness will that person bring
between those who hunt and those who are hunted? This book chronicles six all-new stories from the Tokyo Ghoul universe.
New players take their places and old favorites assume fresh roles, as the stage is set for a War of Kings! Upheaval for the
Inhumans leads Black Bolt to declare war on humanity, and the Skrulls' Secret Invasion puts them on course for the stars!
Mutantkind is rocked by a third Summers brother, Vulcan, whose deadly destiny also lies in space! After a devastating ar, StarLord assembles a group of misfits to serve as the Guardians of the Galaxy! COLLECTING: SON OF M 1-6, X-MEN: DEADLY
GENESIS 1-6, SILENT WAR 1-6, SECRET INVASION: INHUMANS 1-4, GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY (2008) 1-12, NOVA
13-22, NOVA: THE ORIGIN OF RICHARD RIDER, WAR OF KINGS SAGA
The CCG never thought that taking down the Rosewald family would be easy and, as expected, the casualties are piling up.
Numbered among the wounded is Haise Sasaki, whose critical injuries leave him vulnerable when the past threatens to overwhelm
him! -- VIZ Media
Sumomomo, Momomo, Vol. 1
Seraph of the End, Vol. 7
Tokyo Ghoul: re, Vol. 10
Tokyo Ghoul
Before the steel frame incident in the 20th Ward, there were reports of Ghouls lurking among the
masses in Tokyo, carefully stalking their prey. This novel covers the events that occurred
before the opening act of Tokyo Ghoul—a time when Kaneki was still human, the Kirishimas still
lived together, and Rize enjoyed her feasts. -- VIZ Media
As Kaneki and the fiercest fighter in the CCG, Arima, finally face off, several investigators
launch an assault on Yoshimura, unaware of the danger that awaits them. The massive battle takes
a turn for the worse when the One-Eyed Owl appears, leaving the fate of Kaneki and the CCG
hanging in the balance. -- VIZ Media
In the world of Tokyo Ghoul, sometimes the only way to fight monsters is to become one… The
Commission of Counter Ghoul is the only organization fighting the Ghoul menace, and they will
use every tool at their disposal to protect humanity from its ultimate predator. Their newest
weapon in this hidden war is an experimental procedure that implants human investigators with a
Ghoul’s Kagune, giving them Ghoul powers and abilities. But both the procedure and the newly
formed Qs Squad are untested. Will they become heroes…or monsters?! Furuta has finally gone too
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far in his mad power grab at the CCG. Disgusted at his abuse of countermeasure law, Urie and a
group of investigators decide to take him down. When they confront him, it becomes clear that
Furuta is himself a Ghoul. Overthrown and fleeing the threat of eradication, Furuta takes out
his rage on the Goat stronghold. And in the ensuing carnage, Kaneki is forced to make a
horrible, fateful decision…
Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 8
Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 5
Seraph of the End, Vol. 6
Tokyo Ghoul 07
Tokyo Ghoul7Tokyo GhoulVIZ Media LLC
Kaneki meets Shu Tsukiyama, known as The Gourmet for his interesting and sadistic tastes. And
Kaneki learns more about what happened to Rize and what it means to be a One-Eyed Ghoul. -- VIZ
Media
Furuta has finally gone too far in his mad power grab at the CCG. Disgusted at his abuse of
Countermeasure Law, Urie and a group of investigators decide to take him down. When they
confront him, it becomes clear that Furuta is himself a Ghoul. Overthrown and fleeing the threat
of eradication, Furuta takes out his rage on the Goat stronghold. And in the ensuing carnage,
Kaneki is forced to make a horrible, fateful decision... -- VIZ Media
TOKYO GHOUL:re 07
Tokyo Ghoul Monster Edition: (v. 1, 2, 3)
Tokyo Ghoul, Vol. 2
The Strongest Bride on Earth

The Qs Squad once again proves its worth by going undercover to collect vital Ghoul information, allowing the CCG finally
move forward with a massive eradication campaign. But this strike pushes the Qs to their limits, bringing all their
weaknesses to the forefront. And Haise is the hardest hit when his hidden past rushes forth to impact his future! -- VIZ
Media
Interim Bureau Chief of the CCG Matsuri Washu has gone conveniently missing, and the power vacuum has allowed the
devious Nimura Furuta to take control. His erratic behavior concerns some of the investigators, but the special show he puts
on for the rank-and-file CCG employees gains him their support, especially when he unveils the final act—the public
execution of the traitor Haise Sasaki! -- VIZ Media
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Thanks to intelligence acquired by the upper echelons of the Japanese Imperial Demon Army, the human resistance knows
that vampire nobles are massing in Nagoya prior to an attack on the human stronghold of Tokyo in one month’s time.
Yuichiro’s squad joins a secret mission to exterminate them, but the Moon Demon Company is very unimpressed with their
lack of polish. Can these rookies prove their worth in real combat? -- VIZ Media
War of Kings Prelude: Road to War of Kings Omnibus
Tokyo Ghoul 7
Ghouls live among us, the same as normal people in every way-except their craving for human
flesh. Ken Kaneki is an ordinary college student until a violent encounter turns him into the
first half-human half-ghoul hybrid. Trapped between two worlds, he must survive Ghoul turf wars,
learn more about Ghoul society and master his new powers. Kaneki is captured and then tortured
by Yamori, one of Aogiri Tree organization's most sadistic members. To survive the
interrogation, Kaneki will have to finally surrender to the Ghoul inside him, but if he does, it
will change him permanently and push him even further away from being human.
Forbidden from contacting Hak and the Four Dragons, Yona sneaks out of her room at Hiryuu
Palace! But when she comes face-to-face with Su-won, what words will she have for her father’s
murderer? Later, Yona uncovers some past mysteries about Su-won’s parents! -- VIZ Media
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